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Nevertheless, Nicholas gave her a look before he commented. Although you
don’t need it. I still think that you should at least ask for a compensation of about
five million! After all, it’s nothing compared to thern kidnapping and harassing
your brother along with causing you to lose so much money throughout these
years! Besides that, you should also get them to sign a contract to never harass
you or your brother again and failure to comply would result in a fine of another
five million.”
When Amber heard that she had her facial expression darkened before a look of
disbelief appeared on her face, ‘Are you kidding me? That’s extortion!”
Yet Nicholas’s gaze narrowed before his facial expression turned to one that’d
scare anyone. “You. cant do it? If you cant… then leave! From today onward, your
son will be in jail for the rest of his life, and he won’t be able to ever see the
sunlight ever again!”
He had completely lost his patience as he instructed, “Get these people out of
here!”
Then, Edward quickly came in with the bodyguards to escort them out. However,
Amber started struggling. “Hang on President Sawyer. Let’s just have a civil
conversation. Let me go…Don’t touch mel I’m a senior citizen-”
Yet Nicholas ignored her pleas and watched coldly as Amber and Sophia were
dragged out.
The office quickly became quiet after that, and Nicholas turned around to look at
Tessa. At the same time, Tessa was staring at him with a conflicted look as well.
Nevertheless, she quickly came back to her senses before saying, “Thank you for
helping me out this time.
Timothy gave Nicholas a grateful look as well. “Thank you for helping, President
Sawyer.”
Nicholas nodded a little. “It’s just a small matter. It’s impossible to talk sense into
people like these, so it’s better if we settle it the hard way, as she only acted like
this because she thinks you guys are pushovers,
Then, he turned to Julius and said sternly, “I hope things like this won’t happen
again.”
Julius replied respectfully. “Yes. It will never happen again, I’ll clear up Timothy’s
name as soon as possible, and it won’t affect his student life.”
“Alright. Nicholas nodded in satisfaction before leaving with Tessa and Timothy.
Following that, they returned to the cafe where they had agreed to meet earlier.
After they all ordered their drinks respectively, Nicholas turned to Timothy.
“Now that your family matter is resolved let’s get down to business.”
Timothy hadn’t forgotten why he came here today, and immediately, he nodded
and looked at Henry. “Laptop.”
Henry quickly logged into the laptop before opening the document that
contained contents of artificial intelligence before he handed the laptop to
Timothy.
Then, Timothy gave a brief introduction regarding the idea behind their software
and its features.
Finally, he ended his pitch with a strong conclusion. “Since no one has developed
a software like this, I think that our project has high potential, and we will be able
to profit a lot from it!”
After that, Timothy gave Nicholas an anxious look. “What do you think, President
Sawyer?”
Although Nicholas didn’t say anything, he was really satisfied with the artificial



intelligence program
that Timothy had developed.
This project was way better than what he imagined, as everything was designed
well instead of empty talks.
Just like what Timothy said, this software was an all-rounder.
Nicholas didn’t expect a sophomore like Timothy to be able to come out with an
excellent project without any first-hand experience.
Even though Timothy’s project had exceeded Nicholas’s expectations, Nicholas
remained calm and unwavering. There wasn’t an ounce of expression on his
perfect features as he remained quiet.
“I can buy this software. However, you’ll have to come out with a complete
business and action plan for me if you want to sell it at a higher price. Besides
that, you’ll also need to come to the company to personally brief the executives.
Can you do that?”
At the same time, Tessa was listening to their conversation attentively. Although
she had no knowledge of programming, she knew how outstanding her little
brother was.
Even though she didn’t know how Timothy developed his software, she was
blown away after hearing his explanations.
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